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ABSTRACT

Classification and Prediction Models for Natural Streamflow
Regimes in the Arid Southwestern USA
by

Angela M. Merritt, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2020

Major Professor: Dr. Charles Hawkins
Department: Watershed Science

Understanding how natural variation in flow regimes influences stream ecosystem
structure and function is critical to the development of effective stream management
policies and actions. Spatial variation in flow regimes is well understood for stream
reaches in mesic regions, but a more robust characterization of flow regimes in arid
regions is needed, especially to support biological monitoring and assessment programs.
Methods are specifically needed that can accurately predict the flow regime expected at
ungauged reaches. We used long-term (41 y) records of mean daily flow from 287 stream
reaches in the arid western USA to develop and compare several alternative
classifications. We also evaluated how accurately we could predict flow regime classes
from topographic, soil, and climatic data. Over the 41-y record examined (1972 – 2013),
the 287 stream reaches varied continuously from being always wet (perennial) to being
dry most days. As a robust characterization of flow regimes in the southwest USA:
1) We identified 3 hierarchical levels of classification and interpreted the most
resolved 5-group classification to include ephemeral, nonperennial snowmelt-driven,
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perennial snowmelt-driven, nonperennial rain-driven, and mixed perennial/nonperennial,
rain-driven flow regime classes.
2) We created a second set of 4 classifications based on the percentages of zero
flow days (ZFD) and years with zero flows (ZFY).
We built random forest models to predict streamflow in variable latitudes,
longitudes, and elevations. We used classification models to predict class membership
and added 2 random forest regression models to directly predict the ZFD and ZFY for
streamflow records. Ephemeral and perennial stream reaches were predicted with less
error than stream reaches with intermediate nonperennial days or years. The regression
models explained ~ 50% of the variation in both percent of ZFD and ZFY. Water
resource managers of arid regions and sub-regions should select the desired classification
in order to determine expected streamflow across each watershed.
(60 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Classification and Prediction Models for Natural Streamflow
Regimes in the Arid Southwestern USA
Angela M. Merritt

Understanding how natural variation in flow regimes influences stream ecosystem
structure and function is critical to the development of effective stream management
policies and actions. Spatial variation in flow regimes is well understood for stream
reaches in mesic regions, but a more robust characterization of flow regimes in arid
regions is needed, especially to support biological monitoring and assessment programs.
Methods are specifically needed that can accurately predict the flow regime expected at
ungauged reaches. We used long-term (41 y) records of mean daily flow from 287 stream
reaches in the arid western USA to develop and compare several alternative
classifications. We also evaluated how accurately we could predict flow regime classes
from topographic, soil, and climatic data. Over the 41-y record examined (1972 – 2013),
the 287 stream reaches varied continuously from being always wet (perennial) to being
dry most days. We explored 5 hierarchical levels of classification and interpreted the 5group classification to include ephemeral, nonperennial snowmelt-driven, perennial
snowmelt-driven, nonperennial rain-driven, and mixed perennial/nonperennial, raindriven flow regime classes. We created a second set of 4 classifications based on the
percentages of days and years with zero flows. We then built random forest classification
models to predict class membership, in addition to 2 random forest regression models to
directly predict the mean percent of days in a year with zero flow and the number of
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years with zero flow. Ephemeral and perennial stream reaches were predicted with less
error than stream reaches with intermediate nonperennial days or years. The regression
models explained ~ 50% of the variation in both percent of zero flow days in a year and
percent of zero flow years. These models would predict flow regimes at ungauged
reaches in Arizona, identifying ephemeral flow regimes. Maps based on these predictions
were generally consistent with qualitative expectations of how flow regimes varied
spatially across the state, but larger Arizona stream reaches were predicted with more
error than smaller stream reaches. These results represent a promising step toward more
effective stream assessment and management in arid regions.
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INTRODUCTION

Water resource managers need to characterize streamflow regimes to support the
biological monitoring and assessment of stream ecosystems [1-4]. Naturally occurring
differences in annual and interannual streamflow patterns are important drivers of
variation in aquatic biodiversty and ecological processes [5-9]. Characterizing the full
range of natural (aka reference) streamflow variation throughout a region is a critical first
step when developing assessment tools to evaluate the biological condition of streams.
The aquatic life expected to occur in an assessed stream is typically estimated from the
biota observed at a set of minimally or least-altered reference sites that best match the
environmental conditions that would naturally occur at the assessed site [3, 10, 11]. In
environmentally heterogeneous regions, a particularly important challenge is to identify
the range of specific environmental and biological conditions that represent different
reference states [10]. This challenge is especially acute for nonperennial streams, which
have been understudied relative to perennial streams and for which we have a poor
understanding of their physical, chemical, and biological diversity [1, 4, 12]. In this
paper, we define nonperennial streams as those that cease flowing for at least one day
over some defined number of years of record [see Busche et al. 13]. In arid regions,
stream networks are typically dominated by nonperennial stream reaches [14, 15],
although perennial stream reaches may occur as well.
In general, the aquatic biota that inhabits nonperennial streams is distinct from
that inhabiting perennial streams [16-19], and in some ways streams in arid regions are
even more critical to overall landscape health than their mesic counterparts [15, 20-22].
However, it is not yet clear how variable or predictable nonperennial streams are from
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one another in terms of either their hydrologic regimes or the biota they support [4, 1719, 23, 24]. Water resource managers need to more fully characterize the diversity of
flow regimes that occur in these regions, and they need to be able to predict and map
where they occur [20-22, 25-27]. Our lack of understanding of the hydrologic
heterogeneity that exists across streams in arid regions, and the extent to which that
heterogeneity is linked to naturally occurring variation in biota, currently limits the
development and application of robust bioassessment tools for streams throughout arid
regions [1, 4, 18, 24, 28, 29]. Accurately classifying the hydrological regimes of the
1,000s of ungauged streams in arid regions is a critical precursor to the development and
application of bioassessment programs in these regions [15, 25, 28-31].
Perhaps the most striking difference between streams in arid and mesic regions is
the extent to which arid-region streams experience drying. Over 90% of the stream
network in an arid region may be nonperennial, and the degree to which streams are
nonperennial can vary greatly from one or a few days of zero flow per year to most days
having no surface flow over numerous years [13-15, 20, 21]. Some nonperennial streams,
typically in mountainous arid regions, are nearly perennial, with few or no zero-flow days
in at least some years and seasonal snowmelt or storm-driven streamflow pulses [20, 21,
32-34]. The flow regimes of these nearly perennial streams are influenced by differences
in elevation and resulting differences in the type and timing of precipitation, as observed
in perennial streams [34-40]. These flow regimes are also often influenced by more
extreme seasonal differences in snow cover and extended periods of drought than
observed in the majority of perennial or near perennial streams [15, 20, 21, 34, 41]. Other
streams in arid regions can have ephemeral flow regimes, characterized by short-
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duration, high-peak flow events interrupting extended periods of zero flow associated
with very low or no baseflow throughout the year [14, 15, 20, 21, 32, 33]. These flow
regimes are influenced by high evapotranspiration rates, variable drought cycles, and
episodic rain events interrupting droughts [34-36].
Researchers and managers have previously classified streamflow regimes into
discrete groupings as a way to generalize about how streams differ in their flow
characteristics, quantify their diversity, and predict biotic responses to flow [6, 9, 37-40,
42]. Most previous flow classifications have used hierarchical cluster analysis to identify
classes. These analyses are ideally based on a large number of sites with continuous,
long-term (>20 years) records that robustly characterize the observed daily streamflow
patterns through space and time [37-40]. Unfortunately, arid regions generally have
limited gauge records, and those streams that are gauged often have short or incomplete
records [37, 43-45]. Use of short-term or incomplete records can result in inaccurate and
unrepresentative characterization of the actual flow regimes that exist. These types of
data limitations can introduce large uncertainties in both flow regime classifications [45,
46] and their prediction [25]. These data limitations have compromised the extent to
which we have been able to accurately characterize reference conditions for streams in
semi-arid and arid regions [15, 25, 28, 29].
Even if an accurate classification of the variable flow regimes that occur in aridregions streams existed, predicting what class ungauged streams belong to may be more
challenging in arid regions than mesic regions because of our limited understanding of
some of the physicoclimatic controls on stream flows in these regions. Many watershed
attributes previously used to predict perennial streamflow regimes [37-40] may be less
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influential in nonperennial streams [26, 27], and additional physicoclimatic attributes,
such as evapotranspiration [20, 41], snowcover [47], or streambed topography, may be
needed to better predict the occurrence and frequency of zero flow conditions [31, 35, 36,
48-50]. Furthermore, low correlation and non-linear dependencies between rainfall and
runoff in arid regions [51] may fundamentally constrain our ability to predict flow
regimes of arid-region streams. However, predictions of stream classes at ungauged
streams are critical to the success of bioassessment programs because the vast majority of
assessments are conducted on streams that lack streamflow gauges.
These classification and prediction challenges are exemplified in the most arid
regions of the southwestern USA. For example, only 25 US Geological Survey (USGS)
reference streamflow gauge records exist across Arizona [52]. Seventeen of these records
start in the mid 1900s, but they have significant gaps or cease completely after 15-20
years, most notably after 1985 [53]. Furthermore, these streamflow records are especially
sparse and incomplete for nonperennial reaches [37, 39, 53], a pattern that is true for most
extremely arid regions [1, 14]. The limited availability of streamflow records in the
southwestern USA presents a specific challenge for both the identification of flow regime
classes and their spatial prediction [37, 25]. Here, we present an approach to augment the
spatial and temporal availability of streamflow data in an arid region with limited gauges
and then use these extended streamflow records to develop and evaluate (1) alternative
streamflow regime classifications applicable to the arid southwestern USA and (2)
empirical models to predict the streamflow regimes of ungauged streams with publicly
available geospatial data.

5
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 General approach
To address our objectives, we used existing streamflow records from referencequality streams located throughout the arid southwestern USA (Figure 1). The streamflow
dataset obtained from the USGS gagesII reference dataset consisted of either full or
partial records for 287 locations in the western USA with minimally impaired flow [52].
The workflow required to complete analyses consisted of several steps (Figure 2). We
first identified stream gauge records (n = 90) with continuous (or nearly continuous)
records that spanned at least 41 years (1972-2013). We then compiled flow records from
gauges in our study area with abbreviated or discontinuous data that were collected
during this time period (n = 197). We developed Random Forest (RF) regression models
in R [54, 55, 56] to predict the full record of mean daily flows for each of the 197 reaches
with partial flow records from the data observed at the 90 gauges with continuous
records. These model-generated streamflow data were then used to extract a variety of
site-specific flow metrics or statistics. These metrics represented components of either
streamflow magnitude, frequency, duration, timing, and rate-of-change [6, 39] or
components of the frequency, duration, and timing of zero flows [36, 37]. We then used
hierarchical cluster analysis to identify groups of streams that differed in one or more
flow metrics. We also calculated the number of zero flow days that occurred in each
record and summarized these data as 1) the portion of a record with zero flow days and 2)
the portion of the 41 water years containing one or more zero flow days. From these
summary data, we developed additional classification schemes based on different
threshold values of 1) the percent of zero flow days (ZFD) and 2) the percent of years
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with one or more zero flow days (ZFY). We then developed RF models to predict class
membership for each of these classifications. We also used RF to model the continuous
variation in percent ZFD and percent ZFY observed in the records. For each of the
models, we evaluated how well we could predict flow regimes at ungauged streams from
readily available or derived geospatial data related to landscape and climate conditions
(see Appendix A).

Perennial complete
Perennial incomplete
Nonperennial complete
Nonperennial incomplete

Figure 1. Map of the 287 basins with complete (dark blue, dark brown) and partial (light
blue, light brown) USGS gagesII reference streamflow data. All onperennial streams are
in brown and all perennial streams are in blue.

2.2 Study region
The southwestern USA was used as the study region for our analyses (Figure 1).
This region extends from the southernmost point of the California coastline to the
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southernmost point of the Texas coastline and up to 1500 km north of the USA-Mexico
border. As a whole, the USA has one of the largest and longest datasets of gauged
streamflow in the world [43, 44]. The southwest USA region has the best representation

Figure 2. Workflow describing data compilation, pre-analysis data manipulation,
classification, modeling, and mapping.
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of gauged minimally impaired streams of any arid region in the world [57]. Furthermore,
the region spans 22 Level III Ecoregions [58] and presents the largest percentage of
nonperennial streams with unimpeded flows across the entire USA [15, 37, 52, 53].
Within the study region, multiple stream gauges have records predating 1920 [53].

2.3 Streamflow data collection
We identified 287 gauged streams with unimpeded flows within our study region.
Ninety streams had 41 water-years of mean daily flow measurements (1972-2013), and
197 streams had 10 or more years of missing data (Table 1; Figure 1). Forty-five of the
90 complete streams were perennial (no zero-flow days in the period of record), and 45
streams were nonperennial. Of the remaining 197 gauges with partial records, 167 were
nonperennial with between 2% to over 99% zero-flow days. Of the 167 nonperennial
streams, 80 had records with less than 20% zero-flow days and 87 had records with more
than 20% zero-flow days (Table 1).

2.4 Creating complete streamflow records for all gauged streams
We developed random forest (RF) models [53-55] to predict missing daily flow
values at the 197 streams with incomplete data from the daily flow values measured at
the 90 streams with complete records. These models predicted daily flow with pseudo-r2
values ranging between 0.42 and 0.99. Only 3 of these 90 models explained less than
80% of the variation in observed values. Furthermore, models for 240 of the full set of
287 streams accounted for over 90% of the variation in observed flow values. Another 17
models accounted for between 70% and 90% of observed variation in mean daily flows,
and the remaining 20 models accounted for less than 70% of the variation in daily flows.
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With one exception, the models with the lowest pseudo-r2 values (-2 to 70%) were those
for nonperennial streams (Table 1). Of the 20 records for which models explained less
than 70% of observed variance in mean daily flows, 19 were from nonperennial streams
with high percentages of zero-flow days. The exception was a perennial stream with
nearly constant flow.

Table 1. Totals for initial categories of the streamflow gauge data collected at gagesII
locations across the Southwest USA study region and the range of variation explained by
the RF models for each category.
Number

Variance explained (%)

Type of record
Perennial
Nonperennial

120
167

45.3–99.6
-02.3–99.5

Complete
Nonperennial (NP)
NP *<20% zero flow
NP *>20% zero flow
Perennial
Partial
Nonperennial (NP)
NP *<20% zero flow
NP *>20% zero flow
Perennial

90
45
*21
*24
45
197
122
*59
*63
75

41.8–99.6
41.8–99.5
86.9–99.5
41.8–98.9
80.0–99.6
-02.3–99.6
67.0–99.3
67.0-99.3
-02.3–99.0
45.3–99.6

All regression models can predict negative values at low values. To avoid
negative values in subsequent analyses, we adjusted predicted daily flow values to
maintain the same proportion of zero-flow values as in the raw data for each stream. We
first calculated the percentage of days with mean daily flow equal to zero based on the
original data, regardless of whether records were complete or partial. We then identified
the predicted daily flow value associated with this percentage for each stream record.
Next, we identified all occurrences of mean daily flow at or below this stream-specific
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threshold. Finally, for each predicted record, we replaced all daily flows at or below their
stream-specific threshold flow values with zero.

2.5 Selection of flow metrics for use in hierarchical classification
Flow regime classifications are often based on several flow metrics that together
characterize key flow attributes: typically magnitude, frequency, duration, timing, and
rate-of-change of streamflow [6, 37, 39]. Dhungel et al. [37] used principal components
analysis to identify 16 candidate flow variables from 65 metrics that reflected broadly
different dimensions of the five flow attributes. We used identical methods to calculate
site-specific values for the same 16 metrics, but we considered 6 other flow metrics
related to zero-flow days instead of the two metrics used by Dhungel et al. [37] because
we wanted to provide greater resolution in distinguishing different types of nonperennial
streamflow patterns. We examined correlations between these 20 candidate metrics and
dropped one of any pair of metrics that were correlated (Pearson r > |0.75|) with one
another. When selecting which metric to use from a pair of correlated metrics, we used
the one that we considered most likely have an interpretable effect on stream aquatic life
[5, 6, 12, 16, 24]. We ultimately selected 12 metrics for use in the hierarchical cluster
analysis (Table 2). The final 12 metrics included 9 used by Dhungel et al. [37] and 3
metrics characterizing different aspects of zero flow conditions: the mean number of
zero-flow days per year and its coefficient of variation (1. ZcntMn, 2. ZcntMnCV) and
the mean duration of continuous zero-flow days across the period of record (7.
Meanzd_R)
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Table 2. The 12 flow metrics used in the hierarchical cluster analysis.
Flow metric description
1. Mean number of zero-flow days per year
2. Coefficient of variation of the mean number of zero-flow days per
year
3. Seven day moving average of minimum flow
4. Bank full flow
5. Flood duration (mean number of days exceeding bank full flow)
6. Mean days to annual peak flow
7. Mean duration of all zero-flow events across the record
8. Mean days to 50% of total annual flow
9. Mean number of low-flow events per year
10. Mean number of high flow events per year
11. Constancy: a unitless measure of uncertainty, higher C = high
certainty throughout year
12. Contingency: a unitless measure of seasonal uncertainty, higher M =
high certainty by season

Abbr.
ZcntMn
ZcntMnCV
Q7min
BFF
FD
Pk_time
Meanzd_R
T50
LFE
HFE
C
M

2.6 Classifying streamflow regimes
Hierarchical cluster analysis has been frequently used to characterize streamflow
regimes [37, 38, 42]. For our analyses, we used Ward’s method of agglomerative
hierarchical cluster analysis [54]. This method produces a dendrogram that describes
similarities among sites based on the joint variation among sites in the metrics used for
classification. The dendrogram can then be visually inspected to identify increasingly
resolved and subtle differences among classes as the number of branches increases [37,
38, 42]. We initially examined up to 8 classes but quickly disregarded one 15-stream
subclass because preliminary analyses revealed it was predicted very poorly (>80% class
prediction error). We thus explored the remaining 7 classes, but we were primarily
interested in how well 3–5 classes partitioned variation in flow regimes. We reasoned that
3 to 5 classes probably represent a trade-off between resolution, which will affect the
accuracy and precision of assessments, the ability to predict class membership of
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ungauged reaches, and the practical needs of water resource managers for a classification
scheme that can be easily communicated to stakeholders.
We also created 4 alternate classifications based on the percent of zero-flow
values in the stream flow records for comparison with the cluster-based approaches
(Table 1). This threshold approach has been previously used to classify nonperennial
streamflow regimes in arid regions [25]. For this approach, we calculated both percent of
ZFD across the record for each stream as well as the percent of years with at least one
zero-flow day, ZFY, across the record for each stream. We then applied different
thresholds to define three or four different classes for both the ZFD and ZFY
classifications. These thresholds were selected to create classes that generally aligned
with the flow characterization methods being considered to support of bioassessments of
southwestern USA streams [15, 25], which we also thought could be 1) biologically
relevant and 2) predictable with watershed attributes. ZFD thresholds were set at 0% (the
120 perennial streams), >0%, >2%, and >20% ZFD for a four-group classification and at
0%, >0%, and >20% for a three-group ZFD classification. Thresholds for the ZFY
classifications were set to create two 3-group classifications with class thresholds of 0%
ZFY (the same 120 perennial streams), >0%, and >20% ZFY and another with 0% (the
same 120 perennial streams), >0%, and >75% ZFY thresholds.
We also used RF regression models to assess if continuous variation in percent
ZFY and percent ZFD was predictably associated with variation in physio-climatic
conditions across the study region. The rationale for these analyses was that if the models
accounted for much of the variation in ZFY and ZFD, managers could use them to map
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flow regimes based on any threshold of ZFY or ZFD that was appropriate to their specific
management needs.

2.7 Selection of predictor variables
We considered over 500 landscape and climate attributes as candidate predictor
variables of streamflow regime classes. Seventy-one of these attributes were obtained
from the USEPA’s StreamCat dataset [59], which includes geographic descriptors such
as latitude, longitude, and watershed area as well as watershed-level attributes describing
climate, vegetation, soil, and geomorphology, many of which are known to be associated
with flow generation and variation in the magnitude, frequency, duration, timing, or rate
of change of streamflow [6, 37-42]. For instance, StreamCat provides a topographic
wetness index and soil wetness index, both of which have been used as predictors of
runoff in hydrologic models [60]. We expected these watershed-level attributes to be
important predictors of flow regime classes, particularly the base flow index (BFI) [14].
The StreamCat BFI was generated through spatial interpolation of USGS gauge-specific
BFI calculations, where BFI represents the baseflow volume / total streamflow volume as
calculated through a combination of a moving minimum flow, similar to the Q7min
(Table 2), and a recession slope test [61, 62].
Given the driving role of evapotranspiration and climate on streamflow patterns in
arid landscapes [20, 34, 41, 63], several additional evapotranspiration and aridity indices
not available in StreamCat were calculated from 30-year, 4-km (1981-2010) mean air
temperature and precipitation PRISM data [64] and the modeled runoff index in
StreamCat [59]. These variables were combined through simple algebra [65]:
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Longterm Evapotranspiration (mm) calculated from PRISM precipitation
(Precip8110Ws) [59, 64] and StreamCat Runoff (RunoffWs) [59] as:
ET.mm = Precip8110Ws – RunoffWs,

Regional Potential Evapotranspiration (PET) calculated from PRISM temperature
(Tmean8110Ws) [59, 64] as:
PET = (1.2*1010)*exp(-4620/( Tmean8110Ws +273)), and

An Aridity Index (PET_P) and Evaporative Index (ET_P) calculated as:

PET_P = PET / Precip8110Ws and
ET_P = ET.mm / Precip8110Ws.

We compiled additional watershed-level summaries of several climate variables
[47, 63, 66] including the average watershed snow-cover from the Modis-10A1 V6 Snow
Cover Daily Global 500m product [67] and a county level drought-severity index from
the United States Drought Monitor [66].
We used ArcGIS [68] to generate curvature variables from a 30m Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) downloaded through Earth Explorer [69]. The ArcGIS curvature
tool was used to calculate the second derivative of the DEM to generate planar, profile,
and combined curvature calculations such as maximum, minimum, mean, and standard
deviation. Slope curvature, describing the convexity or concavity of the terrain, can affect
runoff [32, 60] through groundwater access [70] and saturation rate of soil profiles in
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response to rainfall [31, 36, 71]. The summary metrics of the perpendicular and parallel
terrain curvature were used as additional candidate predictors.
We selected 95 of the >500 variables as candidate predictors (Appendix A).
Predictors were eliminated if they lacked evidence of being associated with either runoff
generation, base-flow contribution, or zero-flow events. We also removed predictors that
were functionally redundant but calculated differently. In general, we retained the
predictors that were most easily calculated to facilitate repeatability in future analyses.
We also removed predictors that were missing from one or more of the 287 gaged
locations or were constant across the study region.
We then used the VSURF function in R [54, 72] to identify the most parsimonious
set of predictors that produced the best model performance. VSURF uses RF to apply a 3step variable selection process to further eliminate redundancy and identify the subset of
predictor variables that produce the lowest out-of-bag errors for each model. VSURF will
optimize variable selection based on either interpretation or prediction, and we chose to
optimize predictive accuracy.

2.8 Predicting streamflow regime classes
We used RF models to predict class membership because the RF algorithm
typically performs better than many alternative types of classifiers [54, 55]. RF models
are especially useful when there are many predictor variables. RF models are also
resistant to overfitting and automatically incorporate interactions between predictor
variables. RF models create hundreds of classification (or regression) trees based on
bootstrapped subsamples of the data and assess model performance based on the overall
out-of-bag (OOB, observations withheld when building each tree) prediction error. For
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each classification model, we set a random sampling limit within each class according to
the smallest class size by applying the ‘sampsize’ and ‘strata’ arguments in the RF
algorithm. The use of these arguments balanced the class sizes to avoid inherent biases in
over-predicting classes with large numbers of observations [73]. We used confusion
matrices to evaluate the prediction errors associated with each individual class in each
classification. We used pseudo-r2 values to evaluate the amount of variance RF
regression models explained in ZFY and ZFD values.
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RESULTS

3.1 Hierarchical classifications
We identified a total of five hierarchical levels of flow regimes from the
hierarchical cluster analysis (Figure 3). The first split separated a group of nonperennial
streams (Class A) from a group that included both perennial and nonperennial streams
(Class B). The second split separated Class A into two subgroups (A1 and A2) and
retained Class B. The third split created two subclasses of Class B (B1 and B2), both of
which included a mix of perennial and nonperennial streams. The fourth split created two
subclasses of B1 (B1a and B1b) resulting in five total classes. B1a included just
nonperennial streams, whereas B1b included just perennial streams. The next two splits
created two subclasses of both B1b (B1b.i and B1b.ii) and B2 (B2a and B2b) for a total
of 7 classes. This 7-group classification included four classes that were wholly or largely
composed of nonperennial streams (A1, A2, B1a, and B2a) and three classes that
consisted of just perennial streams (B1b.i, B1b.ii, and B2b).
Classes A streams included the driest streams in the dataset and exhibited
intermittent flood peaks associated with monsoonal rainfall (Figures 4 and 5). This class
had the absolute highest mean annual count of zero-flow days (ZcntMn, Figure 4), which
approached 300 days for A1 streams and ~150 days for A2 streams. In comparison, Class
B streams had ~75 days of zero-flow days. Class A streams ranged from being largely
ephemeral with over 75% zero flow and no baseflow (A1) to streams exhibiting
monsoonal flow signatures (A2) with between 20 and 75% zero-flow days and some
baseflow (Figure 5). For both A1 and A2 subclasses, flood peaks were orders of
magnitude higher than in other classes, and baseflows were at or near zero. Both A1 and
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A2 subclasses were also nearly identical in the distribution of 7-day moving minimum
flows (Q7min), and most streams had Q7min values several orders of magnitude lower
than Class B streams (Figure 4). Class A streams were also characterized by a slightly
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Figure 3. The dendrogram produced by the hierarchical cluster analysis with the different
classification levels shown to the right of the dendrogram along with the number of
streams in each class and the percent of streams that were nonperennial (NP) in each
class.
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greater number of both high- and low-flow events (HFE and LFE) than Class B streams
(Figure 4). Most Class A1 streams with over 75% zero-flow days lacked any seasonal
pattern, as quantified by the high constancy (C) and low contingency (M) of flow in these
streams (Figure 5). Collectively these metrics describe streams with more irregular flows
than Class B streams (Figures 4 and 5).
Class B streams included a mix of perennial and nonperennial streams (Figure 3)
characterized by seasonal variations in flow (Figures 4 and 5). Subclasses of B differed in
the specific patterns of seasonality they exhibited, which included patterns associated
with snowmelt (B1) and rainfall (B2) (Figure 5). Class B1a streams contained 97%
nonperennial streams with the absolute highest ZcntMnCV (Figure 4), and some of the
lowest mean zero-flow day durations across the study streams (Meanzd_R, Figure 4). The
two subclasses of snowmelt driven B1 streams differed from one another in terms of the
presence of zero-flow days - B1a streams were nonperennial and B1b streams were
perennial (Figures 3, 4, 5). The subclasses of the rainfall driven B2 streams (Figure 5)
were similarly distinguished by one class being nonperennial (B2a) and the other being
perennial (B2b).

3.2 Percent zero-flow classifications
Both ZFY classifications included the same class of 120 perennial streams but
differed in the number and size of nonperennial classes that were assigned. One ZFY
classification included 41 streams ranging from >0 to 20% ZFYs and 126 streams with
>20% ZFY. The other ZFY classification included 83 streams ranging from >0 to 75%
ZFY and 84 streams with >75% ZFY. The ZFY and ZFD classes were generally similar
in the distribution of streams among classes.
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Figure 4a. Density distribution plots of values for the metrics for each of the seven most
resolved classes (A1 to B2b). Plots for the different metrics are presented in the same
order as given in Table 2.
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Both ZFD classifications included a class consisting of the 120 perennial streams
but differed in the number and size of nonperennial classes. For the four-group ZFD
classification, one group included 37 streams with >0 to 2% ZFD, which were streams
predominantly from group B1a. Another class consisted of 43 streams with >2 to 20%
ZFD, which contained a mix of streams from A2, B1a, and predominantly B2a. The
alternative three-group ZFD classification combined these 37 and 43 (80) streams into the
>0 to 20% ZFD class. The last class for both ZFD classifications consisted of 87 streams
with >20% ZFD, which was almost exclusively class A streams.

3.3 Assessing model performance
Overall OOB prediction error for the RF classification models varied from 15 to
41%, and pseudo-r2 values varied from 50-58% for the 2 RF regression models (Tables 3
and 4). In general, and as expected, overall prediction error increased as the number of
classes increased. Furthermore, class-specific prediction errors sometimes varied
markedly – i.e., some types of flow regimes were more difficult to predict than other
types.

3.4 Predicting hierarchically-defined classifications
Performance of the models predicting the hierarchical-based stream classes varied
both with the number of classes and among classes (Table 3). These models had overall
OOB errors of 15, 23, 24, 34, and 39% for the two- through seven-group classifications,
respectively. The variation between class-specific prediction errors became more
pronounced as the number of groups increased. There were no obvious trends in what
types of classes were predicted with greater or lesser accuracy.
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Table 3. Confusion matrices for the 2- to 7-group hierarchical classification models, with
model performance range of 15% to 39% out-of-bag (OOB) error. Classes with over 90%
nonperennial streams are marked with a *. Classes with 100% perennial streams are
marked with a †. Observed classes are rows, and predicted classes are columns.
Two classes (15% OOB)
A*

B

79
A*
32
B
Three classes (23% OOB)
A1*
A2

12
163

Error
(%)
13
16

Total
s
92
195

B

Error

Total
s
39
53
195

*

32
4
A1*
*
8
39
A2
14
33
B
Four classes (24% OOB)
A1*
A2

2
6
148
B1

16
26
24
B2

Error

*

29
4
A1*
*
7
36
A2
2
5
B1
7
13
B2
Five classes (34% OOB)
A1*
A2

2
2
108
5
B1a*

3
8
11
44

24
32
14
36

B1b†

B2

Error

1
2
11
68
4

3
10
1
3
42

26
38
47
24
39

*

28
4
2
A1*
5
33
3
A2*
*
1
4
19
B1a
1
5
13
B1b†
6
16
1
B2
Seven classes (39% OOB)
A1*
A2 B1a*

B1bi†

B1bii†

B2a*

B2b

Error

Total
s
39
53
126
69
Total
s
39
53
36
90
69

A1*
A2*
B1a*
B1b.i†
B1b.ii

31
6
1
0
1

2
34
4
1
2

2
1
17
6
2

0
1
6
51
7

1
5
6
1
15

2
2
0
1
0

0
4
2
0
3

18
36
53
15
50

Total
s
39
53
36
60
30

B2a*
B2b†

5
0

12
4

0
0

3
0

3
2

13
5

8
14

70
44

44
25

*

†

†
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Table 4. Confusion matrix for 4 nonperennial classification models. ET0 = perennial
streams (equal to 0% ZFY or ZFD); G0L20y = >0, <20% (greater than zero, less than 20
percent ZFY); G20y = >20% (greater than 20 percent ZFY); G0L75y = >0, <75%
(greater than zero, less than 75 percent ZFY); G75y = >75% (greater than 75 percent
ZFY); G0LT20 = >0, <20% (greater than zero, less than 20 percent ZFD); G20 = >20%
(greater than 20 percent ZFD); G0LT2 = >0, <2% (greater than zero, less than 2 percent
ZFD); G2LT20 = >2, <20% (greater than two, less than 20 percent ZFD). Nonperennial
ZFY classifications were based on a threshold first set at 20% ZFY and next at 75% ZFY
for each of 287 streams. Nonperennial ZFD classifications were based on a threshold first
set at 20% ZFD and next at two thresholds: 2% & 20% ZFD. Model performance ranged
from 24 to 37% OOB error. Observed classes are rows, and predicted classes are
columns.
Zero-flow year (ZFY) thresholds
20% ZFY (31% OOB)
ET0
88
ET0
16
G0L20
y
16
G20y
75% ZFY (30% OOB)
ET0

G0L20y
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17

Erro
r (%)
12
27
8
59

16

93

87
Class
Totals

ET0
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G2LT2
0
G20
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41
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44

11
14
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Class
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r
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47

11

66

20

84

Class
Erro
r
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60

Class
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Class
Totals

87
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90
ET0
25
G0L75
y
6
G75y
Zero-flow days (ZFD) Thresholds
20% ZFD (34% OOB)
ET0
92
ET0
24
G0LT2
0
8
G20
2% & 20% ZFD (41% OOB)
ET0
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G75y

G0LT20

G20
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10
24

12

66

G0LT2

G2LT20

80
16
8

20
10
6

11
5
18

9
6
11

23
Class
Erro
r
33
73
58

7

3

15

61

29

G20

120
83

120
80

120
37
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3.5 Predicting ZFD and ZFY classes and continuous variation
Overall model performance also varied across then ZFY and ZFD classifications
(30 – 41% error) (Table 4). In general, the ZFY and ZFD models could not predict
classes with intermediate values of ZFY or ZFD, exceeding 70% and sometimes 80%
class prediction error.
The results of the ZFY and ZFD RF models were consistent with results of the ZFY and
ZFD threshold classification models (Figure 6). These two regression models explained
slightly more than 50% of the variation in percent ZFY and ZFD. The prediction errors
were sometimes extreme. For example, several streams with < 20% ZFYs were predicted
as perennial streams, especially streams with low to just one day of zero flow per year of
record. The same pattern occurred for ZFD predictions. However, the ability of these
models to predict the large portion (120) of perennial streams and also the component of
highly nonperennial streams (>20% ZFY or ZFD) resulted in reasonable model results
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Plots of observed versus predicted values for the ZFY (a) and ZFD (b)
regression models.
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3.6 Selected predictor variables
A few predictor variables were consistently selected across models Tables S1 and
S2. BFI was almost always identified as the top predictor. The only exception was for the
hierarchical four-class model that ranked longitude before BFI. The other top predictors
were related to location, topography, and climate. Other predictors included the curvature
slope of the streambed (typically ParCurveSTD), the PRISM temperatures (typically
Tmax8110Ws), evapotranspiration (usually PET), and elevation (usually ElevWs).
Overall, some representation of curvature, climate, and location were combined with
landcover variables related to snow (MODISsnow) or vegetation (percent grassland,
PctGrs2001Ws, and percent forestland, PctMxFst2001Ws) coverage of the watershed
(Supplemental Tables S1 and S2). These predictors were also selected for the ZFY and
ZFD classification and regression models, although additional dimensions of streambed
curvature (MIN_curve, MAX_curve, PerpCurve, etc) and landcover (PctCrop, PctBl,
Slp10) were selected for these models as well.
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DISCUSSION

Water resource managers currently lack the tools needed to assess the physical,
chemical, and biological integrity of the majority of stream ecosystems in arid regions
[1]. This problem is especially severe for nonperennial streams, which are understudied
relative to perennial streams but which represent the vast majority of the stream networks
in these regions [13-15, 20, 21]. Knowledge of how physicochemical factors structure
biological communities provides the basis for defining and identifying the reference
conditions on which assessments of individual waterbodies are based [3, 11] and is thus
central to successful assessment and management programs.
Of the many naturally occurring physicochemical factors that can influence
aquatic life in streams, the flow regime is thought to be of paramount importance [5-9].
In arid regions, variation in flow regimes is likely to be especially critical to aquatic life
given that a conspicuous dimension of these regimes is the extent to which flows
completely cease – a naturally occurring disturbance that has profound effects on the type
of biota that can persist in a stream [16-19]. Characterizing, or classifying, natural flow
regimes in arid-region streams (and hence their reference conditions) is therefore a
critical need in the USA and elsewhere [15, 20-23, 25-31]. Spatially sparse and
temporally incomplete flow records typically limit our ability to robustly describe the
variability of naturally occurring flow regimes in arid regions [20, 45]. The lack of
classification schemes beyond the traditional division of perennial and nonperennial
streams has likely limited our appreciation of the full diversity of ways that flow regimes
may vary across these landscapes [1, 21]. In this study, we first showed that we could
improve the spatial coverage of daily streamflow data by recreating data that were
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missing from gauges with incomplete records. That process, together with the inclusion
of additional flow metrics characterizing different aspects of zero flow, allowed us to
explore several alternative classifications that may be of use to water resource managers.
Below, we address both the potential utility of these classifications and factors that may
limit their use, including our ability to predict where they occur.

4.1 The value of creating standard, long-term synthetic flow records
Developing robust classifications of flow regimes requires data that cover the full
range of variability in the flow. For arid regions, this means that flow records should span
a full range of nonperennial streams [12-15, 21], and more than one metric related to the
frequency, duration, and timing of zero flows are likely needed to describe differences in
their flow regimes [21, 22]. By using RF models to estimate the daily flows occurring at
gauges with incomplete records from gauges with complete records, we greatly enhanced
our ability to characterize the spatial and temporal diversity of streamflows that occur in
the southwestern USA [25, 37, 45, 46]. The majority, 55%, of these models explained
well over 90% of the variation in daily flows that were recorded in the 197 gauges with
partial-records although, on average, flows in nonperennial streams were predicted with
slightly less accuracy than those in perennial streams (Table 1). Previously used
approaches to classify and predict flow regimes would have disregarded records from up
to 145 gauges in our study region because they would not have met data-quality criteria –
e.g., they either had less than 10-20 years of record, or they had data gaps greater than 510-years [43-45]. Furthermore, a majority of these 145 incomplete records fell within
gauge-sparse arid ecoregions in Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, 50 of which had been
excluded by Dhungel et als. [37] in their analysis of the potential effect of climate change
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on flow regimes across the conterminous USA. By creating synthetic records, we greatly
enhanced our ability to characterize variation across the region in all aspects of flow,
especially those associated with zero flow (ZFY, ZFD).

4.2 Beyond the perennial-nonperennial dichotomy
Water resource managers in the southwestern USA are starting to realize that a
simple dichotomy of perennial and nonperennial streams is unlikely to support
management goals [e.g., 15, 25], but certain types of nonperennial streams should be
considered separately from other streams. The dendrogram immediately clustered (1stlevel split, A and B, Figure 3) one wholly nonperennial group (A), containing 1/3rd of the
287 streams. Furthermore, the 2nd-level (three classes) split in the dendrogram defined
two nonperennial classes (A1 and A2, Figure 3). These two A classes are similar to two
classes identified by McManamay and DeRolph [40], who developed a flow regime
classification that spanned the entire conterminous USA. The distinction between these
two classes may be critical from a management perspective because states like Arizona
must identify ephemeral streams from other nonperennial streams for regulatory
purposes. It is unclear, however, how tightly our ephemeral class (A1) matches
definitions of ephemeral used by different states. These details notwithstanding, the
classification of different types of nonperennial streams as shown here is a critical step in
the development and application of consistent, statewide regulatory policies designed to
protect regulated waterbodies.
The idea to consider nonperennial streams as distinct from all perennial streams
may be over-simplistic. From the hierarchical analysis, pure perennial stream classes
were unresolved until the 4th-level (five classes) of the dendrogram – e.g., one of five
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classes (B1b). A reasonable dichotomy required several hierarchical levels (5) and highly
refined classes (5th level, 7-classes, Table 3), where three of seven classes (B1b.i, B1b.ii,
B2a) were perennial and four of seven classes (A1, A2, B1a, B2b) contained 90-100%
nonperennial streams (Figure 3). However, the last classes formed, nonperennial B2a and
perennial B2b, had unreasonable prediction errors. These two classes had highly similar
flow regimes (Figure 4) with the driving difference being the presence (B2a) and absence
(B2b) of zero flow. Each of these classes is likely to be misclassified as its counter-class,
e.g., a B2a stream misclassified as a B2b stream (Table 3). The similarities in flow
regimes could result in either high rates of misclassification, and/or undetectable
biological differences [18], which would be essential to the design and calibration of
some bioassessment tools [74].
We must also emphasize that the classifications that emerged from our analyses
are dependent on the specific flow metrics we used to create classes. The metrics used in
the hierarchical classification and the thresholds used to define ZFD and ZFY classes
were guided by our general ecological knowledge of the importance of flow regimes to
aquatic life [16, 37]. For example, zero-flow events represent severe disturbances that can
reset the communities of stream ecosystems [17-19, 24], and the number, timing, duration
of such events should influence the magnitude and predictability of the recovery
dynamics of stream communities [21, 35]. However, until these classifications are tested
to assess whether they are actually associated with variation in valued ecological
attributes, we cannot guarantee that the types of flow regimes we identified will be useful
or how many classes will be needed. Managers ultimately need classifications that allow
enough partitioning of biological variation to produce indices that are precise enough to
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detect ecologically important impairment but do not have so many classes that they are
difficult to communicate and unwieldy to use. Assessing the strength of these
relationships is an active area of research. Use of a different set of flow metrics would
likely lead to different types and numbers of classes [9], and it is possible that such
alternative classifications might be more useful than the ones developed here.

4.3 Congruence between hierarchical and zero-flow day classifications
We have focused on the extent to which classes derived from the cluster analysis
were interpretable and potentially of regulatory and ecological relevance. However, we
note that there was some congruence between classes based on zero-flow days and those
based on hierarchical classifications. This congruence was not unexpected given the
importance of zero-flow metrics in defining the hierarchical classes. The four most
resolved nonperennial classes progressively increased in zero-flow days in this order:
B1a, B2b, A2, A1. The B classes were characterized by a lower mean number of zeroflow days per year (50-75 days ZcntMn, Table 2) than the A classes (~150 days ZcntMn
for A2 and ~300 days for A1, Figure 3a). B1a and B2b streams tend to align with
nonperennial streams with 0-20% ZFY and ZFD, and A2 and A1 streams tend to align
with nonperennial streams with over 75% ZFY and over 20% ZFD (Table 4). B1a
streams are on the lower end of 0-20% ZFY/ZFD range because of irregular years of
zero-flow occurrence, whereas the A1 class aligns well with the highly nonperennial
>20% ZFY and ZFD classes, which were relatively well predicted (Table 4).
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4.4 Predictive variables and prediction errors
Ideally, predictive models will be both accurate (low error) and interpretable in
terms of what physicoclimatic factors are most important in producing different flow
regimes. In this study, both overall and class-specific prediction error rates varied
considerably. We observed an expected tradeoff between number of classes and
prediction error, which can be used to inform recommendations regarding the practical
use of specific classification schemes. If we assume that 25% error is tolerable to water
resource managers, our results imply that no more than four metric-based classes will be
useful to managers and that none of the zero-flow based classifications would be
acceptable. Moreover, in the four-group metric-based classification, the fact that only two
classes were predicted with <25% error implies that classification may be of limited
utility. These error rates do not seem to be unique to our study. For example, the errors
that Dhungel et al [37] observed in predicting eight classes of flow regime ranged from
14 to 43%, with the most error in small nonperennial streams and the least error in small
perennial streams. In contrast, McManamay and DeRolph [40] report overall prediction
errors of ~5 to 34% for classifications based on 2 to 30 hierarchically-defined flow
regime classes across the entire conterminous USA. They did not report class-specific
error rates. Their analyses did include three classes of streams for the 30-group
classification described as intermittent flashy, but only two stream classes appear to exist
in the southwestern USA. We expect the higher error rates that we observed in our study
occurred because our classification of southwestern streams was much more resolved due
to the increased coverage and length of nonperennial stream gauge records. It appears
that we can predict the ends of the ephemeral to perennial continuum reasonably well, but
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our models have difficulty distinguishing streams that are more variable in the number of
zero-flow days from year to year.
Empirical models can perform poorly if predictor variables that represent
important drivers of streamflow patterns are missing from the models. We attempted to
ensure that the predictor variables we used represented the range of physico-climatic
controls on flow regimes expected to occur in arid regions. The specific variables that the
VSURF procedure identified as optimal sets of predictors in the models were generally
similar across classifications and interpretable in terms of their likely mechanisms. For
example, BFI, which represents the slowly varying portion of reliable streamflow [32, 75,
76], was consistently ranked as a top predictor (Tables S1-S3), likely due to its clear
linkage to the streamflow patterns themselves. However, it may be unlikely that
prediction errors can be substantially improved by incorporating additional predictor
variables, and we suspect that flow regimes of individual streams in arid regions may be
inherently difficult to predict because physico-climatic conditions and streamflow
generation are not as tightly coupled in arid regions as they are in more mesic regions.
The physical controls on streamflow response throughout arid regions are typically
related to intermittent monsoonal climate patterns, low annual precipitation [34, 37],
comparatively high annual rates of potential evapotranspiration [41, 77], and shallow
bedrock, leading to lower annual baseflows and often irregular patterns of zero flow [31,
35, 36]. As a result, the arid region rainfall and runoff are often poorly correlated and
have non-linear dependency on antecedent conditions [20, 78]. Aryal et al. [51] found
that, similar to other studies in semi-arid regions, streamflow patterns were much more
muted than precipitation patterns, the spatial distribution of streamflow did not correlate
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with the spatial pattern of precipitation, and there was no significant correlation between
the annual number of no flow days and days with precipitation, or between catchment
area and mean annual or seasonal runoff.
Ultimately, any useful classification of streamflow regimes must either generate
new understanding of the processes that influence streamflow or help managers identify
streams that differ with respect to their management objectives. Our study focused on
developing classifications of stream-flow regimes that would allow resource managers to
more fully characterize the diversity of flow regimes that occur in arid landscapes.
Classifications that extend beyond the traditional dichotomy of perennial and
nonperennial streams are almost certainly needed to support developing programs tasked
with assessing whether streams are meeting physical, chemical, and biological water
quality standards. At a minimum, our study showed that it is possible to distinguish a
subset of nonperennial streams that are ephemeral and hence not subject to the
environmental protections often afforded to other streams in the USA. An equally
important goal is to better understand what level of resolution in flow-regime
classifications is needed to best support developing bioassessment programs. Our study
adds to a growing body of knowledge that is needed to address that question for stream
ecosystems in the arid western USA.
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Table S1. Lists of predictors selected (VSURF) for hierarchical classification models,
ranked by the variable importance function in Random Forests, with notations for origin:
Hill et al. [59] StreamCat – SC, PRISM climate models [64] – PRISM, Jones et al. [65]
Budyko (calculated from PRISM and RunOff StreamCat variables) – BD/SC, and
curvature tools using SRTM [69] in ArcMap [68]– GIS.
Watershed Attribute Description
2-group (A, B)
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Aridity index of potential evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
3. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
4. Standard deviation of longitudinal stream (parallel stream profile–
DEM.GIS)
5. Percent of forest cover across watershed in 2001 (NLCD/SC)
6. Standard deviation of latitudinal stream curve (perpendicular
plane–DEM.GIS)
7. MODIS terra satellite zonal statistic (MODIS/GIS)
8. Compositional strength for the watershed bedrock (SC)
9. Percent of watershed classified as barren land cover in 2001
(NLCD/SC)
3-group (A1, A2, B)
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Standard deviation of longitudinal stream (parallel stream profile–
DEM.GIS)
3. Longitude of a gauge (SC)
4. Aridity index of potential evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
5. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
6. Average elevation for the watershed (SC)
7. Average annual depth of potential evapotranspiration (BD/SC)
4-group (A1, A2, B1, B2)
1. Longitude of a gauge (SC)
2. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
3. Standard deviation of longitudinal stream (parallel stream profile–
DEM.GIS)
4. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
5. Average elevation for the watershed (SC)
6. Average annual depth of potential evapotranspiration (BD/SC)
7. Compositional strength for the watershed bedrock (SC)
8. Mean of latitudinal stream curve (perpendicular plane–DEM.GIS)
9. MODIS zonal statistic (MODIS/GIS)

Abbreviation
BFIWs
PET_P
Tmax8110Ws
ParCurveSTD
PctMxFst2001Ws
PerpCurveSTD
MODISsnow
CompStrgthWs
PctBl2001Ws

BFIWs
ParCurveSTD
LONG
PET_P
Tmax8110Ws
ElevWs
PET
LONG
BFIWs
ParCurveSTD
Tmax8110Ws
ElevWs
PET
CompStrgthWs
PerpCurveMean
MODISsnow
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Table S1. (cont.)
5-group Selected Model***(A1, A2, B1a, B1b, B2)***
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Longitude of a gauge (SC)
3. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp
model (PRISM/SC)
4. Average annual depth of potential evapotranspiration (BD/SC)
5. Average elevation for the watershed (SC)
6. The percent of grassland coverage for the watershed in 2001
(NLCD/SC)
7. Percent of forest cover across watershed in 2001 (NLCD/SC)
8. Latitude of a gauge (SC)
9. Average elevation for the catchment (SC)
7-group (A1, A2, B1a, B1bi, B1bii, B2a, B2b)
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp
model (PRISM/SC)
3. Aridity index of potential evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
4. Average annual depth of potential evapotranspiration (BD/SC)
5. Average elevation for the watershed (SC)
6. Longitude of a gauge (SC)
7. The percent of grassland coverage for the watershed in 2001
(NLCD/SC)
8. Evaporative index of actual evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
9. Percent of forest cover across watershed in 2001 (NLCD/SC)
10. Latitude of a gauge (SC)
11. Habitat provision component score calculated using
watershed metrics (SC)
12. MODIS zonal statistic (MODIS/GIS)
13. Area of watershed in square kilometers (SC)

BFIWs
LONG
Tmax8110Ws
PET
ElevWs
PctGrs2001Ws
PctMxFst2001Ws
LAT
ElevCat
BFIWs
Tmax8110Ws
PET_P
PET
ElevWs
LONG
PctGrs2001Ws
ET_P
PctMxFst2001Ws
LAT
WHABT
MODISsnow
WsAreaSqKm
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Table S2. Lists of ZFY and ZFD classification predictors selected by VSURF, ranked by
the variable importance function in Random Forests.
Watershed Attribute Description
ZFY 20%: 3-group
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Maximum value of longitudinal stream curve (parallel stream
profile–DEM.GIS)
3. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
4. 30-year average watershed minimum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
5. 30-year average watershed precipitation from PRISM model
(PRISM/SC)
6. The percent of grassland coverage for the watershed in 2001
(NLCD/SC)
ZFY 75%: 3-group
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
3. The percent of grassland coverage for the watershed in 2001
(NLCD/SC)
4. 30-year average watershed minimum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
5. Combined lat/long stream curve (profile and perpendicular plane–
DEM.GIS)
6. Habitat provision component score calculated using watershed
metrics (SC)
7. MODIS zonal statistic (MODIS/GIS)
8. Maximum value of latitudinal stream curve (perpendicular plane–
DEM.GIS)
9. The percent of crop land use for the watershed in 2001
(NLCD/SC)
20%ZFD: 3-group
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Aridity index of potential evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
3. 30-year average watershed minimum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
4. Maximum value of longitudinal stream curve (parallel stream
profile–DEM.GIS)
5. Average elevation for the watershed (SC)
6. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
7. The percent of grassland coverage for the watershed in 2001 (SC)
8. 30-year average watershed precipitation from PRISM model (SC)

Abbreviation
BFIWs
ParCurveMax
Tmax8110Ws
Tmin8110Ws
Precip8110Ws
PctGrs2001Ws

BFIWs
Tmax8110Ws
PctGrs2001Ws
Tmin8110Ws
ParCurveRange
WHABT
MODISsnow
PerpCurveMax
PctCrop2001Ws

BFIWs
PET_P
Tmin8110Ws
ParCurveMax
ElevWs
Tmax8110Ws
PctGrs2001Ws
Precip8110Ws
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Table S2. (cont.)
9. Maximum value of latitudinal stream curve (perpendicular plane–
DEM.GIS)
10. MODIS zonal statistic
2 & 20%ZFD: 4-group
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Aridity index of potential evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
3. 30-year average watershed minimum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
4. Average elevation for the catchment (SC)
5. Maximum latitudinal stream curve (perpendicular plane–
DEM.GIS)
6. Percent of watershed classified as barren land cover in 2001 (SC)
7. The percent of grassland coverage for the watershed in 2001 (SC)
8. Percent of watershed classified as ag land cover (NLCD 2006
classes 81-82) occurring on slopes greater than or equal to 10% (SC)

PerpCurveMax
MODISsnow
BFIWs
PET_P
Tmin8110Ws
ElevWs
ParCurveMax
PctBl2001Ws
PctGrs2001Ws
PctAg2006
Slp10Ws
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Table S3. List of predictors selected (VSURF) for the ZFY and ZFD Random Forests
Regression models, ranked according to Variable Importance.
Watershed Attribute Description
ZFY Regression: 58% Variance Explained
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Aridity index of potential evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
3. The standard deviation of curvature variable (GIS)
4. 30-year average watershed minimum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
5. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
6. Standard deviation longitudinal stream curve (parallel stream –
DEM.GIS)
7. Compositional strength for the watershed bedrock (SC)
8. Average elevation for the watershed (SC)
9. The minimum of curvature variable (GIS)
10. Percent of forest cover across watershed in 2001 (NLCD/SC)
11. Average elevation for the catchment (SC)
Watershed Attribute Description
ZFD Regression: 57% Variance Explained
1. Base flow index for the watershed (SC)
2. Aridity index of potential evapotranspiration/precipitation
(BD/SC)
3. Average soil topographic wetness index for the catchment area
(SC)
4. 30-year average watershed maximum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
5. The standard deviation of curvature variable (GIS)
6. 30-year average watershed minimum from PRISM temp model
(PRISM/SC)
7. The minimum curvature variable (GIS)
8. Percent of forest cover across watershed in 2001 (NLCD/SC)
9. Percent introduced or managed vegetation, non-native but not
agriculture in the watershed (NLCD/SC)

Abbreviation
BFIWs
PET_P
STD_curve
Tmin8110Ws
Tmax8110Ws
ParCurveSTD
CompStrgthWs
ElevWs
MIN_curve
PctMxFst2001W
s
ElevCat
Abbreviation
BFIWs
PET_P
WetIndexCat
Tmax8110Ws
STD_curve
Tmin8110Ws
MIN_curve
PctMxFst2001W
s
PctNonAgIntrod
ManagVegWs

